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Based on the time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation we study the evolution of a collapsing and exploding
Bose-Einstein condensate in different trap symmetries to see the effect of confinement on collapse and subse-
quent explosion, which can be verified in future experiments. We make a prediction for the evolution of the
shape of the condensate and the number of atoms in it for different trap symmetriesscigar to pancaked as well
as in the presence of an optical lattice potential. We also make a prediction for the jet formation in different
cases when the collapse is suddenly terminated by changing the scattering length to zero via a Feshbach
resonance. In addition to the usual global collapse to the center of the condensate, in the presence of an
optical-lattice potential one could also have in certain cases independent collapse of parts of the condensate to
local centers, which could be verified in experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the detection and study of Bose-Einstein conden-
satessBECsd of 7Li atoms with attractive interactionf1g,
such condensates have been used in the study of solitonsf2g
and collapsef3g. In general an attractive condensate with
number of atomsN larger than a critical valueNcr is not
dynamically stablef1g. However, if such a strongly attractive
condensate is “prepared” or somehow made to exist it expe-
riences a dramatic collapse and explodes emitting atoms. The
first demonstration of such a collapse was made with a7Li
condensate by slowly increasing the number of atoms in it
from an external source, while the BEC showed a sequence
of collapse with the number of atomsN oscillating around
Ncr f1g. Such a collapse is driven by a stochastic process.

A dynamical study of a much stronger and violent col-
lapse has been performed by Donleyet al. f3g on an attrac-
tive 85Rb BEC f4g in an axially symmetric trap, where they
manipulated the interatomic interaction by changing the ex-
ternal magnetic field exploiting a nearby Feshbach resonance
f5g. In the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance the atomic scat-
tering lengtha can be varied over a huge range by adjusting
an external magnetic field. Consequently, they changed the
sign of the scattering length, thus transforming a repulsive
condensate of85Rb atoms into an attractive one which natu-
rally evolves into a collapsing and exploding condensate.
Donley et al. provided a quantitative estimate of the explo-
sion of this BEC by measuring different properties of the
exploding condensate.

It has been realized that many features of the experiment
by Donley et al. f3g on the collapsing condensate can be
describedf6–18g by the mean-field Gross-PitaevskiisGPd
equationf19g. To account for the loss of atoms from the
strongly attractive collapsing condensate an absorptive non-
linear three-body recombination term is included in the GP
equation f6g. However, we are fully aware that there are
features of this experiment which are expected to be beyond
mean-field description. Among these are the distribution of
number and energy of emitted high-energys,10−7 Kelvind
burst atoms reported in the experiment. Although there have

been some attemptsf9–11g to describe the burst atoms using
the mean-field GP equation, now there seems to be a consen-
sus that they cannot be described adequately and satisfacto-
rily using a mean-field approachf13–15g. Also, the GP equa-
tion did not successfully predict the “time to collapse”sor
the time lag to start the collapse after changing the sign of
the scattering lengthd in all cases investigated in the experi-
ment, as has been pointed out in Refs.f12,16g. However, the
reason for the failure to predict the time to collapse is not
clear.

The GP equation is supposed to deal with the zero- or
very low-energy condensed phase of atoms and has been
used to predict the time to collapse, evolution of the collaps-
ing condensate including the very low-energys; nano
Kelvind jet formation f3g when the collapse is suddenly
stopped before completion by jumping the scattering length
to aquench=0 snoninteracting atomsd or positivesrepulsive at-
omsd values. The jet atoms are slowly formed in the radial
direction when the collapse is stopped in this fashion. In the
experiment usuallyaquench=0. It is emphasized that unlike
the emitted uncondensed “hotter” missing and burst atoms
reported in the experimentf3g the jet atoms form a part of the
surviving “colder” condensate and hence should be describ-
able by the mean-field GP equation. Saitoet al. f9g, Bao et
al. f15g and this authorf17g presented a mean-field descrip-
tion of jet formation and Calzettaet al. f14g treated jet for-
mationexclusivelyas a quantum effect. The GP equation has
also been used to study the conditions of stability as well as
collapsef20g of a coupled condensate. More recently, the
present author used successfully the GP equation to describe
the essentials of the collapse dynamics of a mixture of a
boson and fermion condensatesf21g.

In this paper we extend the study of the evolution of the
collapsing and exploding condensate in different symmetries
to see the effect of confinement on collapse and subsequent
explosion. Future experiments may verify these predictions
and thus provide a more stringent test for the mean-field GP
equation. The experiment of Donleyet al.was performed for
an axially-symmetric cigar-shaped BEC. In the present
analysis we extend our study to a spherical as well as an
axially-symmetric pancake-shaped BEC.
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Lately, the periodic optical-lattice potential has played an
essential role in many theoretical and experimental studies of
Bose-Einstein condensation, e.g., in the study of Josephson
oscillationf22g and its disruptionf23g, interference of matter
wave f24g, BEC dynamics on periodic trapf25g, etc. The
optical-lattice confinement creates a BEC in an entirely dif-
ferent shape and trapping condition form a conventional har-
monic oscillator trapping. Consequently, one could have a
collapse of a different nature in the presence of an optical-
lattice potential. We shall see in our study that under certain
conditions of trap symmetry, in addition to the usual global
collapse to the center, in the presence of the optical-lattice
potential one could have independent local collapse of pieces
of the condensate to local centers. In view of this we study
the dynamics of a collapsing and exploding BEC of different
symmetries prepared on a periodic optical-lattice potential.
We study the evolution of the shape and size of the conden-
sate as well as the jet formation upon stopping the collapse
by making the BEC repulsive or noninteracting.

In Sec. II we present our mean-field model. In Sec. III we
present our results that we compare with the experiment and
other numerical studies. In Sec. III we also present a physical
discussion of our findings and some concluding remarks are
given in Sec. IV.

II. NONLINEAR GROSS-PITAEVSKII EQUATION

The time-dependent Bose-Einstein condensate wave func-
tion Csr ;td at positionr and timet allowing for atomic loss
may be described by the following mean-field nonlinear GP
equationf19g,
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Herem is the mass andN the number of atoms in the con-
densate,g=4p"2a/m the strength of interatomic interaction,
with a the atomic scattering length. The termsK2 and K3
denote two-body dipolar and three-body recombination loss-
rate coefficients, respectively, and include the Bose statistical
factors 1/2! and 1/3! needed to describe the condensate. The
trap potential with cylindrical symmetry may be written as
Vsr d= 1

2mv2sr2+n2z2d+Vop, where v is the angular fre-
quency in the radial directionr and nv that in the axial
direction z of the harmonic trap. The cigar-shaped conden-
sate corresponds ton,1 and pancake-shaped condensate
corresponds ton.1. The periodic optical-lattice potential in
the axialz direction created by a standing-wave laser field of
wavelength l is given by Vop=kER cos2skLzd with ER

="2kL
2 / s2md, kL=2p /l and k the strength. The normaliza-

tion condition of the wave function isedr uCsr ;tdu2=1. Here
we simulate the atom loss via the most important quintic
three-body termK3 f6–9g. The contribution of the cubic two-
body loss termK2 f26g is expected to be negligiblef6,9g
compared to the three-body term in the present problem of
the collapsed condensate with large density and will not be
considered here.

In the absence of angular momentum the wave function
has the formCsr ;td=csr ,z;td. Now transforming to dimen-
sionless variables defined byx=Î2r / l, y=Î2z/ l, t=tv, l
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wheren=Na/ l, l0=Î2l / l andz=4K3/ sa2l4vd. The normal-
ization condition of the wave function becomes
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For z=K3=0, Nnorm=1, however, in the presence of loss
K3.0, Nnorm,1. The number of remaining atomsN in the
condensate is given byN=N0Nnorm, whereN0 is the initial
number of atoms.

In this study the termK3 or z=4K3sa2l4vd will be used for
a description of atom loss in the case of attractive interaction.
The choice ofK3 has a huge effect on some experimental
observables and the fact that it is experimentally not pre-
cisely determined is a problem for existing theory on the
experiment. As in our previous studyf17g we employz=2
andK3,a2 throughout this study. It was foundf17g that this
value ofzs=2d reproduced the time evolution of the conden-
sate in the experiment of Donleyet al. f3g satisfactorily for a
wide range of variation of an initial number of atoms and
scattering lengthsf7g. The present valuez=2 with K3
=za2l4v /4 leads to f7,8g K3.8310−25 cm6/s at a=
−340a0 and K3.6310−27 cm6/s at a=−30a0, wherea0 is
the Bohr radius. The experimental value of the loss rate is
f26g K3.7310−25 cm6/s ata=−340a0 which is very close
to the present choice. Of the theoretical studies, theK3 values
used by Santoset al. f11g sK3.7310−25 cm6/s at a
=−340a0d, Savageet al. f12g sK3.19310−27 cm6/s at a
=−30a0d, Bao et al. f15g sK3.6.75310−27 cm6/s at a
=−30a0d and the present authorf7g are consistent with each
other and describes well the decay of the collapsing conden-
sate. However, it seems unlikely that the much smaller value
of K3 sK3=2310−28 cm6/s ata=−30a0d used in Refs.f9,10g
will properly describe the decay of the collapsing conden-
sate.

III. NUMERICAL RESULT

We solve the GP equations2.3d numerically using a time-
iteration method based on the Crank-Nicholson discretiza-
tion scheme elaborated on in Ref.f27g. We discretize the GP
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equation using time stepD=0.001 and space step 0.1 for
both x andy spanningx from 0 to 15 andy from −30 to 30.
This domain of space was sufficient to encompass the whole
condensate wave function in this study.

First, the numerical simulation is performed with the ac-
tual parameters of the experiment by Donleyet al. f3g, e.g.,
the initial number of atoms, scattering lengths, etc. Through-
out this investigation we take the harmonic oscillator length
l =2607 nm and one unit of timet=0.009 095 sf7g consis-
tent with the experiment of Donleyet al. f3g. When we in-
clude an optical-lattice potential, the optical-lattice strength
k is taken to be 4, and the reduced wavelengthl0 is taken to
be 1 throughout this study. These optical-lattice parameters
are consistent with the experiment by Cataliottiet al.
f22,23g. The numerical simulation using Eq.s2.3d with a
nonzerozs=2d immediately yields the remaining number of
atoms in the condensate after the jump in scattering length.

A. Evolution of the number of atoms in the condensate

In the experiment the initial scattering lengthains.0d of a
repulsive condensate is suddenly jumped toacols,0d to start
the collapse. The remaining numberNstd of atoms versus
time for an initial number of atomsN0=16 000 and an initial
scattering lengthain=7a0 are shown in Figs. 1sad and 1sbd for

final scattering lengths after collapseacol=−30a0 and −6.7a0,
respectively. In both cases the experimental data fork=0 and
n=0.39scigar-shaped condensated are in agreement with the
theoretical simulation without any adjustable parameter. For
acol=−6.7a0, the unpublished experimental data off3g as
shown in Fig. 1sbd are as quoted in Baoet al. f15g. These
data are not fully analyzed and for large time are expected to
be bigger than the actual number of atoms. This is due to the
difficulty in separating the remnant condensate from the os-
cillating atom cloud surrounding itf3g. In addition, in Figs. 1
we plot the results fork=4 andn=0.39 scigar-shaped con-
densate with optical-lattice potentiald; k=4 andn=1 sspheri-
cal condensate with optical-lattice potentiald; k=0 andn=1
sspherical condensated; and k=0 andn=5 spancake-shaped
condensated.

As the repulsive condensate is quickly turned attractive at
t=0, via a Feshbach resonance, the condensate starts to col-
lapse and once the central density increases sufficiently it
loses a significant portion of atoms in an explosive fashion
via three-body recombination to form a remnant condensate
in about 15 ms as can be seen in Figs. 1. After explosion the
number of atoms in the remnant continues to be much larger
than the critical number of atomsNcr and it keeps on losing
atoms at a much slower rate without undergoing a violent
explosion. However, in some cases the remnant undergoes a
smaller secondary explosion while it loses a reasonable frac-
tion of atoms in a small interval of time. This happens when
the number of atoms in the remnant is much larger thanNcr
so as to initiate a secondary collapse and explosion. Promi-
nent secondary explosions in the presence of optical-lattice
potential are found in different cases in Figs. 1 for 40. t
.30.

B. Time to collapse

Another important aspect of collapse is the “time to col-
lapse” or the time to initiate the collapse and explosion
tcollapse after the repulsive condensate is suddenly made at-
tractive att=0. Collapse is characterized by a sudden rapid
emission of atoms from the condensate. From Figs. 1 we find
that the time to collapse is the shortest for a pancake-shaped
symmetrysn.1d and is the longest for a cigar-shaped sym-
metry sn,1d. The inclusion of an optical-lattice potential
has no effect on the time to collapse for a spherical or
pancake-shaped symmetry. However, its inclusion reduces
the time to collapse for a cigar-shaped symmetry. These fea-
tures of the time to collapse are illustrated in Fig. 2 where we
plot tcollapsevs uacollapseu /a0 of the collapse of a condensate of
6000 atoms originally in a noninteracting state with scatter-
ing length ainitial =0. Then suddenly its scattering length is
changed to a negativesattractived valueacollapseand itstcollapse
is obtained. Donleyet al. experimentally measuredtcollapsein
this case forn=0.39 andk=0 and here we provide the same
for other values of trap symmetryn and also in the presence
of a optical lattice potential withk=4. It should be recalled
that the prediction of the GP equation by this author and
othersf9,12,16g does not very well describe the experimental
results of Donleyet al. for the time to collapse. The inclusion
of the optical-lattice potential has reduced the time to col-
lapse in a cigar-shaped condensatesn=0.1d.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Number of remaining atomsNstd in the
condensate of 16 00085Rb atoms after ramping the scattering
length from ain=7a0 to sad acol=−30a0 and sbd acol=−6.7a0 as a
function of evolution time in milliseconds. The unpublished and
unanalyzed experimental points of Donleyet al. f3g for acol

=−6.7a0 are taken from Baoet al. f15g. The curves are labeled by
their respective optical lattice strengthk and axial trap parametern.
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The above features of time to collapse could be under-
stood on a physical ground. In a cigar-shaped condensate the
average distance among the atoms is larger than that in a
pancake-shaped condensate of the same volume. Hence, due
to atomic attraction a cigar-shaped condensate has to contract
during a larger interval of time than a pancake-shaped con-
densate before the central density increases sufficiently to
start an explosion. This justifies a larger time to collapse for
a cigar-shaped condensate. In the presence of an optical-
lattice potential for cigar-shaped symmetry the optical-lattice
divides the condensate in a large number of pieces. What
predominates in the collapse of such a condensate is the col-
lapse of an individual piece to a local center rather than to
the global center of the condensate via tunneling. This is a
quicker process than the collapse of the whole condensate to
the global center. This is why the time to collapse is shorter
for a cigar-shaped condensate in an optical-lattice trap than a
cigar-shaped condensate in a harmonic trap alone. In a
pancake-shaped symmetry the number of optical-lattice sites
inside the condensate is small. In this case a separation of the
condensate in a smaller number of pieces does not aid in the
collapse, as the different slices of the condensate has to col-
lapse essentially towards the center of the condensate before
the explosion starts. Hence the optical-lattice potential has
almost no effect on the time to collapse in the pancake-
shaped or spherical symmetry.

Another aspect of Figs. 1 worth mentioning is that the
number of atoms in the remnant condensate after the first
explosion is larger in the presence of an optical-lattice poten-
tial. Due to optical-lattice barriers one essentially has local
collapse of different pieces of the condensate in this case as
opposed to a global collapse to the center of the condensate
in the case of a harmonic trap alone. Consequently, the col-

lapse is more violent with greater loss of atoms in the ab-
sence of an optical-lattice trap. This is why the remnant num-
ber after the first explosion is larger in the presence of an
optical trap.

C. Evolution of the shape of the condensate

Next we consider the evolution of the shape of the re-
sidual condensate. In Fig. 3sad we show the profile of the
wave functioncsr ,zd at different times during explosion for

FIG. 2. sColor onlined The time to collapsetcollapse vs
uacollapseu /a0 for ainitial =0, N0=6000. Solid circle with error bar: ex-
perimentf3g with n=0.39 andk=0; open circle: mean-field model
of f9g with n=0.39 andk=0; full line: the present result withn
=0.39 andk=0; dashed line: the present result withn=1 and k
=0; dashed-dotted line: the present result withn=0.1 andk=4; and
dashed-doubled-dotted line: the present result withn=0.1 andk
=0.

FIG. 3. A view of the evolution of the residual condensate wave
function ucsr ,zdu in arbitrary units for initial scattering lengthain

=7a0, final scattering lengthacol=−30a0, initial number of atoms
N0=16 000 at timest=sid 4 ms,sii d 6 ms,siii d 8 ms andsivd 12 ms
for sad k=0, n=0.39 andsbd k=4, n=0.39.
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N0=16000,k=0, n=0.39,ain=7a0, andacol=−30a0. This is
the case of a cigar-shaped condensate used in the experiment
f3g. During explosion the condensate wave function develops
a three-peak structure noted before inf9g. In Fig. 3sbd we
illustrate the profile of the wave functionucsr ,zdu at different
times during explosion of the condensate formed in an
optical-lattice potential withk=4 in addition to the axial
harmonic trap: the other parameters remaining the same as in
Fig. 3sad. The condensate now develops a distinct multi-peak
structure along the optical lattice in place of the three-peak
structure in the absence of the optical-lattice potential. How-
ever, the number of peaks in the wave function is less by a
factor of two to three than the number of pits of the optical-
lattice potential. The number of distinct peaks in the wave
function in this case is five as can be seen in Fig. 3sbd.

The above distinct peaks in the wave function in the pres-
ence of the optical-lattice potential may have an interesting
application in the generation of radially bound and axially
free bright solitons. The wave function of Fig. 3sbd is axially
bound. However, if the axial trap and the optical-lattice po-
tential are removed, or better an expulsive potential is ap-
plied in the axial direction, the wave function will expand
axially. The side peaks of the wave function can evolve into
separate solitons and come out in the axial direction which
can be used as bright solitons in other experiments.

The scenario of the evolution of the condensate is entirely
different for pancake-shaped condensate withn.1. In that
case the condensate is squeezed in the axial direction and a
single peak, rather than multiple peaks, is formed in the con-
densate wave function. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where we
plot the condensate wave function fork=0 and n=5, the
other parameters of simulation being the same as in Figs. 2.
The use of optical-lattice potential in this case also does not
lead to prominent peaks in the wave function in the axial
direction.

D. Jet formation

Another interesting feature of the experiment of Donleyet
al. f3g is the formation of a jet. As the collapse was suddenly
terminated after an evolution timetev by jumping the scatter-
ing length fromacol to aquenchù0, the jet atoms were slowly
formed in the radial direction. In the strongly collapsing con-

FIG. 5. sColor onlined A view of the evolution of radial jet at
times t=0, 2 ms, 4 ms and 5.2 ms on a mat of size 16mm
316 mm from a contour plot ofucsr ,zdu for initial scattering length
ain=7a0, final scattering lengthacol=−30a0, initial number of atoms
N0=16 000,sad without an optical-lattice potentialsk=0d and sbd
with an optical-lattice potentialsk=4d. In both cases the jet forma-
tion was started by jumping the scattering length toaquench=0 after
a time tev=4 ms of the beginning of collapse.

FIG. 4. Same as in Figs. 3 fork=0, n=5.
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densate, local radial spikes are formed during particle loss as
can be seen from a plot of the numerically calculated wave
function f7g and in experimentf3g. During particle loss the
top of the spikes are torn and ejected out and new spikes are
formed until the explosion and particle loss are over. There is
a balance between central atomic attractive force and the
outward kinetic pressure. If the attractive force is now sud-
denly removed by stopping the collapse by applyingaquench
=0, the highly collapsed condensate expands due to kinetic
pressure, becomes larger and the recombination of atoms is
greatly reduced. Consequently, the spikes expand and de-
velop into a prominent jetf3g.

Now we consider the jet formation as in the experiment of
Donley et al. f3g at different timest of the collapsing con-
densate after jumping the scattering length suddenly from
acol=−30a0 to aquench=0 during explosion at timetev from the
beginning of collapse and explosion. The initial scattering
length ain=7a0 and number of atomsN0=16 000. In Figs.
5sad and 5sbd we show the contour plot of the condensate for
tev=2 ms, withoutsk=0d and with sk=4d an optical-lattice
potential, respectively, at different timest=0, 2 ms, 4 ms,
and 5.2 ms after jumping the scattering length toaquench=0.
A prominent radial jet is formed slowly at timet=4–6 ms
after stopping the collapse attev=4 ms. The jet is much less
pronounced fortev=2, 8 and 10 mssnot shown in the figured
compared to the jet in Figs. 5. There is a fundamental differ-
ence between the jets in Figs. 5sad and 5sbd in the absence
and presence of the optical-lattice potential. In Fig. 5sad the
absence of the optical potential the jet is narrow, whereas in
Fig. 5sbd it is wide and spread over a number of optical
lattice sites.

In addition, we studied jet formation for different values
of acol in place ofacol=−30a0 and find that the general sce-
nario remains similar. For example, foracol=−250a0, the col-
lapse and subsequent explosion starts at a small time. So for
a good formation of the jet a smaller value oftev is to be
preferred. In Figs. 6 we show the jet formation foracol
=−250a0 and tev=2 ms. In this case the shape of the jet is
different from that in Figs. 5. However, as in Figs. 5, the jet
gets broadened in the presence of the optical-lattice potential.

Next we study the effect of the axial trap symmetry on jet
formation. In Figs. 5 and 6 the harmonic trap has cigar sym-
metry sn=0.39,1d. If it is changed to pancake symmetry
sn.1d, the condensate and the jet gets compressed in the
axial direction. Consequently, the radial jet is not very pro-
nounced and cannot be clearly distinguished from the con-

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Same as in Fig. 5 foracol=−250a0, and
tev=2 ms.

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Same as in Fig. 5sad for n=4 andt=0,
2 ms, 4 ms and 6 ms.
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densate. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for a pancake-shaped trap
with n=4 in the absence of an optical-lattice potential. In this
case att=6 ms the condensate is more extended in the radial
direction compared to the condensate att=0 due to the for-
mation of a jet. However, due to the overall compression of
the condensate in the axial direction the jet cannot be easily
separated from the condensate. In contrast, in Figs. 5 the jet
is easily separated from the central condensate. So pancake
symmetry is not ideal for the study of a jet. The situation
does not change in the presence of an optical-lattice potential
superposed on a pancake-shaped trap.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have employed a numerical simulation
based on the accurate solutionf27g of the mean-field Gross-
Pitaevskii equation with a cylindrical trap to study the evo-
lution of a collapsing and exploding condensate as in the
experiment of Donleyet al. f3g. In the GP equation we in-
clude a quintic three-body nonlinear recombination loss term
f6g that accounts for the decay of the strongly attractive con-
densate. We also extend our investigation to different trap
symmetries and including an optical-lattice potential in the
axial direction. In addition to studying the evolution of the
size and the shape of the condensate, we also study the jet
formation as observed experimentally. Without any adjust-
able parameter the result of the present and previous simula-

tions of this author are in good agreement with some aspects
of the experiment by Donleyet al. f3g.

It is interesting to emphasize that the GP equation does
describe some but not all aspects of the collapse experiment
by Donleyet al.and its predictions for the “time to collapse”
do not agree well with experimentf12,16g. The failure to
explain the time to collapse is dramatic as intuitively one
should expect the mean-field model to be a faithful model for
time to collapse involving the dynamics of the coldest atoms
in the condensate. However, there are aspects of experiments
which cannot be described by mean-field models
f13,14,16,17g, e.g., the dynamics of missing and burst atoms
f3g. Furthermore all numerical studies of this experiment suf-
fer from a limited knowledge of the three-body loss rateK3,
and even though many experimental features can be de-
scribed by a suitable choice ofK3, no value ofK3 yields
simultaneous agreement between predictions of the GP equa-
tion and all observable quantities of the experiment. In this
situation it would be of great theoretical and experimental
interests to see if a repeated experiment with different trap
parameterssand also including an optical-lattice potentiald
would help to understand the underlying physics and could
make use of numerical studies such as those described in the
present paper.
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